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Abstract 
The Army Geographic Institute (IGeoE) uses in its several topography works GPS equipments 
using the RTK positioning technique (Real Time Kinernatic). However there are several 
associated limitations related with human resources or with the accuracy obtained as GPS 
Rover stands away of the base.To minimize these problems, in the end of 2005 the IGeoE 
implemented in the Lisbon area a GPS network of 7 reference stations GPS for RTK use. 
During the first quarter of 2006 several Positional Quality Control tests were made with the 
objective of evaluating the human needs to perform this control and the positional quality of 
the coordinates obtained by these two new positioning methods that are the Network versus 
Single Base Station methods. In the case of RTK network the tests that were made included 
well-known points in the interior, in the bounds and outside the area of this network. 
This article describes, in a briefly way, the main phases of the work done in what concerns the 
Positional Quality Control of the positioning methods referred above. 
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1 Introduction 
The form of obtaining the data for the working of the Military Cartography has to keep up with 
the evolution of time. In the case of IGeoE, it’s also essential the bringing up-to-date of its 
military cartography once, in the middle of 2006, the acquisition in the vector format of the 
whole National Territory is expected to be concluded. 

The GPS positioning method (RTK, Base-Rover) constitutes, in fact, the traditional form of 
Topography Section of this Institute to obtain the precise location of the information necessary 
to the several processes of production of its cartography. 

To be able to bring that information up-to-date in a faster way with the necessary accuracy, the 
Geographical Institute of the Army (IGeoE) in Lisbon, it is to create a GPS (Global 
Positioning System) network of reference stations for RTK (Real Time Kinematic) with the 
purpose of receiving and processing the GPS data in order to distribute in real time the 
messages of differential corrections to the user in RTCM 2. *, 3.0 format and/or the native 
format.   Since April 2006 that it has been available, for any user/ for everybody, in the Web 
(Rinex data/files, reports of the network, etc), GSM and GPRS connection (differential GPS 
corrections). At the present time it is in course a phase of tests to check and verify the 
reliability of the communications and to proceed to the refinement of the coordinates of the 
reference stations. 
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2 RTK concept 
The RTK concept is based upon the principle that the errors that affect the calculation of the 
absolute position in GPS can be considered the same in a certain geographical area in which 
one is working. Those mistakes are caused by the effects of the ionosphere, troposphere, orbits 
of the GPS satellites, oscillators of the satellites and of the receivers, multipath, among others. 
With these working conditions, in Continental Portugal, the coordinates obtained by the GPS 
receivers in absolute positioning method, range from 1 to 10 meters, according to the geometry 
of the visible satellites at the precise moment of the acquisition of the GPS data. For us to work 
with centimeter accuracy or better, two hypotheses exist; one of them is the execution of the 
post-processing of the GPS data using specific software and preferentially with precise orbits 
of the satellites (available sensibly after 15 days of the observation of the data), which is a long 
time for the great majority of the GPS users and it needs added knowledge, and the other is the 
positioning technique RTK. In this way, if we use a  GPS receiver (designated by Station of 
Reference - ER), in a point of coordinates perfectly known (for instance a Geodesic Vertex - 
VG), this receiver can “compare" the coordinates calculated by the GPS receiver with the ones 
of that (precise)point. Consequently the differential corrections are obtained and can be, later 
on, radio broadcasted for another GPS receiver, denominated "Rover", correcting the previous 
coordinates calculated by the GPS receiver (Rover).   

However,  this GPS positioning method (Base - RTK) has some disadvantages such as, the fact 
that it is necessary to have at least 2 GPS equipments which uses more human resources 
(sometimes 2 topography teams - 1 to handle ER and the other to handle the Rover) and the 
fact that the range of action has to be about 5 to 10 km from the ER (to obtain centimeter 
coordinates), which dininishes the accuray as it increases the distance ER - Rover. Another 
possible limitation, besides the need of authorization to operate with certain radio frequencies, 
it is the probable  interference of other reference stations with the equipment we are to operate 
with and also the radio signal that may be influenced by the terrain (areas of shadow).   

3 SERVIR project 
It is a project that seeks to establish a network of reference stations GPS (Global Positioning 
System) for positioning in real time. This project is expected to be implemented  in 3 different 
phases for different areas of Portugal (excluding Madeira and Azores).   

The system is mainly constituted by 3 main components: a group of GPS reference stations 
located accuratly along the National Territory, a reliable communications system and a 
calculation center (monitoring and control of the whole system).   

Basically the system allows the user to establish a connection with the calculation center (by 
WEB, GSM, GPRS or broadcasting radio), which, after having processed the GPS data, it 
makes available the applicable differential corrections to the area where it aims to execute the 
work. It is a concept apparently simple. It is based it is on the principle that the errors that 
affect the GPS receivers (these are inside the network) are "calculated by the system”, 
according to the errors obtained in the involving/involved stations, allowing to calculate the 
corrections for the approximate position of ER - Rover". Suposing one is able to achieve those 
corrections in "real time" in the GPS receivers (connected to the system) then we will also be 
able to get in "almost real" time the corrected and accurate coordinates of any point in the field 
(located inside this network).   
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For a better understanding  (Figure 1), let´s just say that the 1st phase includes the area of 
Great Lisbon and Tejo Valley. 

 

 
Figure 1 1st Phase of implementation of GPS Reference Stations for RTK. 

This phase is already concluded in what concerns the position of the stations in the field, being 
IGeoE at the moment in course of doing some tests to extend the network. In the 2nd phase, 
that is to be executed this year, the IGeoE aims to extend the system up to the North, 
(including Braga and Chaves); The 3rd phase is planned to be concluded by the end of 2007 in 
which we aim to extend the system to the South, namely the Algarve coast. For further 
information one should visit the website "SERVIR Project " in www.igeoe.pt   

The coordinates of the GPS reference stations of this network were calculated after 5 twenty-
four-hour sessions of GPS data, initiated at the 0 hour (GPS time), with records in every 30 
seconds. Those data were observed at the GPS stations of SERVIR Project and by the IGS 
Stations (International GNSS Service), bettween the 24th February and the 28 th, 2006. The 
time of observation is the 2006.16 corresponding to February 26, 2006. 

4 Posicional quality control of of the network 
To achieve the Positional Quality Control the IGeoE has selected several Geodesic Marks both 
inside and outside the network to answer these requirements: 

• What is the precision of measured points inside the network?   
• Is the same precision obtained inside and outside within the range of the network?    
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• Which of the positioning methods (net RTK versus Single Base Station methods) 
accomplishes greater accuracy? 

The distribution of the Geodesic Marks inside and outside the network of the chosen points is 
shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2 Distribution of the Geodesic Marks inside and outside the network of the chosen points. 

In order to become totally independent the positional control the IGeoE decided to make 
observation sessions of the GPS data lasting 3 hours in each Geodesic Mark, accomplish the 
post-processing and to calculate the coordinates in ITRF2000 time 2006.xx. In spite of the 
reference time not being exact the same as the one of the network, the temporary difference is 
so small that it can be considered of causing no relevant effects. 

Using IGS stations in that their coordinates ITRF2000 are referring to time 1997.0, they had to 
be spread for the time 2006.xx using the speeds obtained in the page of IERS 
(http://lareg.ensg.ign.fr/ITRF/ITRF2000). 

For the accomplishment of the calculations the following expressions were used: 

Xti = Xt0 + Vx * ∆t 

Yti = Yt0 + VY * ∆t 

Zti = Zt0 + VZ * ∆t 

(1) 

where: 
Xti ;Yti ;Zti ; coordinated 2006.16 at that time 
Xt0 ;Yt0 ;Zt0 ; coordinated at that time of origin 
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Vx ; VY ; VY ; speeds in each one of the components 
∆t difference of time 

Obtained the coordinates of the tested points, the topographical support was followed in the 
field in which was used the equipment on one side together GPS receiver Trimble R8 with the 
network of GPS reference stations and the equipment Trimble 5700 for the methodology 
Single Base Station. 

That topographical support was made in way of Control Point that means in way RTK about 3 
minutes of positioning. 

5 Results 
Collected the field data (product to be tested) the coordinates were compared obtained by post-
processing and had as the reference source. 

Table 1 Geodesic Marks Identification. 

Geodesic Marks Geodesic Mark ID  1:25000 SHEET 

Asno 1 406 

Chão barroso  2 392 

Concelhos 3 393 

Cascalho 4 405 

Escusa 5 393 

Lagoa da pedra 7 392 

Mortinhal 8 352 

Murraça 9 432 

Raposeira 10 406 

Vale grande 11 405 

Várzea de água 12 393 
 

Table 2 Post-processing coordinates. 

Geodesic Mark ID X (m) Y (m) Z (m) 

1 4912349.766 -748899.410 3985377.677 

2 4910930.605 -740924.947 3988601.923 

3 4909575.591 -726829.573 3992875.665 

4 4913959.036 -756015.558 3982057.015 

5 4908815.901 -720278.898 3995043.222 

7 4909057.944 -736250.759 3991787.717 

8 4884772.206 -758143.258 4017266.080 

9 4920183.302 -779513.240 3969802.975 

10 4913432.854 -744974.622 3984793.930 

11 4912227.024 -752813.669 3984784.661 

12 4907595.807 -732238.349 3994322.941 
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Table 3 Network coordinates (GPS receiver Trimble R8). 

Geodesic Mark 
ID Network limit Distance X (m) Y (m) Z (m) 

1  9.5 Km inside 4912349.832 -748899.461 3985377.711 

2 0 Km 4910930.577 -740924.957 3988601.890 

3 14 Km outside 4909575.601 -726829.569 3992875.641 

4 17 Km inside 4913959.043 -756015.555 3982057.027 

5 21 Km outside 4908815.930 -720278.867 3995043.096 

7 4.5 Km outside 4909057.965 -736250.766 3991787.689 

8 0 Km  4884772.251 -758143.278 4017266.076 

9 10 Km inside 4920183.328 -779513.236 3969802.988 

10 6 Km inside 4913432.872 -744974.612 3984793.905 

11 13Km inside 4912227.049 -752813.681 3984784.676 

12 9 Km outside 4907595.814 -732238.390 3994322.930 
 

Table 4 Comparison between post-processing and Network coordinates. 

DIFFERENCES Geodesic 
Mark ID 

Network limit 
Distance dX (m) dY (m) dZ (m) 

1  9.5 Km inside -0.066 0.051 -0.034 

2 0 Km 0.028 0.010 0.033 

3 14 Km outside -0.010 -0.003 0.024 

4 17 Km inside -0.007 -0.003 -0.012 

5 21 Km outside -0.030 -0.031 0.126 

7 4.5 Km outside -0.021 0.007 0.028 

8 0 Km  -0.046 0.020 0.004 

9 10 Km inside -0.026 -0.004 -0.013 

10 6 Km inside -0.018 -0.010 0.025 

11 13Km inside -0.026 0.012 -0.015 

12 9 Km outside -0.007 0.041 0.011 
 

Table 5 RTK coordinates (GPS receiver Trimble 5700). 

Geodesic Mark 
ID Base Distance  X (m) Y (m) Z (m) 

2 BASE       

10 6 Km 4913432.909 -744974.613 3984793.968 

1 9.5 Km 4912349.872 -748899.464 3985377.759 

11 13 Km 4912227.066 -752813.687 3984784.715 

4 17Km 4913959.063 -756015.522 3982057.081 
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Table 6 Comparison between post-processing and RTK coordinates. 

Geodesic Mark 
ID Base Distance  dX (m) dY (m) dZ (m) 

2 BASE       

10 6 Km -0.055 -0.009 -0.038 

1 9.5 Km -0.106 0.054 -0.082 

11 13 Km -0.042 0.018 -0.054 

4 17Km -0.027 -0.036 -0.066 
 

Table 7 Comparison of differences between coordinates (Network and RTK). 

Geodesic Mark 
ID Base Distance RTK Diferences Network Diferences 

  dX (m) dY (m) dZ (m) dX (m) dY (m) dZ (m) 

 10 6 Km -0.055 -0.009 -0.038 -0.018 -0.010 0.025 

1 9.5 Km -0.106 0.054 -0.082 -0.066 0.051 -0.034 

11 13 Km -0.042 0.018 0.054 -0.025 0.012 -0.015 

4 17Km -0.027 -0.036 -0.066 -0.007 -0.003 -0.001 
 

6 Conclusions 
Now we are in conditions to answer to the questions posted in number 4 above: 

The results show that the precision inside the network is less than 0,05 m. Until 15 km of the 
base line we can achieve this same precision both outside and inside. In this case more tests 
have to be performed to confirm or deny this results. 

Bottom line is that is best to use the RTK method using the network than the traditional RTK 
method. 
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